
STEWARD'S REPORT

Sandown Park
Thursday, 09 Nov 2017

Weather conditions: Fine

Track condition: Good

Officials for Meeting

Steward in Charge: C Scott

Stewards: P Searle, A Curry, I Kennedy

Judges: P Ryan, I Uren

Lure Drivers: S Courts

Starter: G Johnson

Kennel Supervisor: W Louison

Kennel Attendants: P Skerret, B Cooper, C Johnson

Veterinarian: Dr K Nagaich

Race 1
TAB MELB. CUP HEATS NEXT WEEK

7:04 pm
515m

Mixed 4/5

An Out of Competition Sample was taken from Monster Fish engaged in this event on 8th November
2017 pursuant to GAR 79A.

Traveller's Joy and Hoof It were quick to begin.  Moneypenny and Audacious Poppy were slow to begin. 

Data Star and Hoof It collided soon after the start.  Navajo Bear and Audacious Poppy collided soon after
the start.  Hoof It and Navajo Bear collided on the first turn.  Hoof It crossed in on the first turn and collided
with Moneypenny.  Monster Fish and Traveller's Joy collided on the first turn.  Hoof It checked off Navajo
Bear on the first turn checking Hoof It.  Traveller's Joy, Data Star and Diamond On Fire collided
approaching the third turn checking Traveller's Joy.  Audacious Poppy checked off Traveller's Joy on the
third turn.  Diamond On Fire shifted out and inconveianced Data Star approaching the home turn. 
Audacious Poppy checked off Data Star on the homne turn.

A sample was taken from Moneypenny - winner of the event.

Race 2
BOLD TREASE HEATS NEXT WEEK

7:22 pm
715m

Grade 5

Dr. Eleonora was quick to begin.  Dr. Leonardo was slow to begin.

Cadalora and Pee Dee collided on the first turn checking Pee Dee and Dr. Leonardo.  Ok Jake and
Moment To Rumba collided on the first turn and again several times on the second turn.  Cadalora checked
off Dr. Eleonora on the second turn.  Dr. Eleonora lost ground in the back straight.  Moment To Rumba and
Caprice Monelli collided approaching the home turn.  Dr. Eleonora and Dr. Leonardo collided in the home
straight.

A pre-race sample was unable to be obtained from Moment To Rumba a post-race sample was
subsequently taken.

A sample was taken from Cadalora - winner of the event.

Exhibition trial: - Champagne Sally trialled over the 715mtrs from box 2, weight 29.3kgs. The time of the
trial was 6.14 (1st split), 15.85 (2nd split), 30.70 (3rd split) and overall time was 42.070.

Race 3
TAB MELBOURNE CUP PRELUDE 7

7:43 pm
515m

Special Event

A pre-race sample was taken from Joyce Rumble.

McNeo, Oshkosh Yobbo and Riley Tokaam were slow to begin.  Dr. Mino was very slow to begin (4
lengths).

Joyce Rumble and Nangar Bear collided approaching the first turn.  McNeo checked off Oshkosh Yobbo on
the first turn.  Dr. Mino hit the running rail on the first turn and was checked as a result.  Extreme Magic
faltered on the second turn and collided with Riley Tokaam, Extreme Magic sequentially lost ground. 
McNeo checked off Oshkosh Yobbo approaching the third turn.  

Dr. Mino was vetted following the event. It was reported that the greyhound sustained a small spike wound
to the left wrist, no stand down period was imposed.

Extreme Magic was vetted and re-vetted following event 9.  It was reported that the greyhound sustained a
right deltoid injury, a 5 day stand down period was imposed.    

Stewards spoke to the handler of Extreme Magic Mr J. Thompson regarding the greyhounds racing manner
on the second turn. Mr Thompson stated that the greyhound was returning from an injury, had not started
for almost 3 months and he believed the injury the greyhound sustained this evening reflected its
performance, Stewards accepted Mr Thompson's explanation and no further action was taken.

SUPPLEMENTARY REPORT: Trainer Ms Seona Thompson advised Stewards on Friday 10 November
2017 that Dr Barry Haywood had checked Extreme Magic this morning and reported the soreness
to the right deltoid. Dr Haywood treated the injury with both manipulation & acupuncture. Extreme
Magic will be further worked on in the next 2 to 3 days and is expected to be 100% fit for the Sandown
race-meeting that is scheduled for Friday 17th November 2017.

Exhibition trial: - Equanimity trialled over the 515mtrs from box 2, weight 34.9kgs. The time of the trial was
5.12 (1st split), 18.97 (2nd split) and the overall time was 29.93.



Race 4
TAB MELBOURNE CUP PRELUDE 8

8:08 pm
515m

Special Event

A pre-race sample was taken from Vancouver Star.

Baby Huey was quick to begin.  Princess Pout stumbled at box rise was very slow to begin (7 lengths).

Aston Dee Bee and Baby Huey collided on the first turn.  Baby Huey and Vancouver Star collided on the
first turn checking Alpha Georgiou.  Zipping Hawk hit the running rail on the third turn.  Baby Huey, Zipping
Hawk and Vancouver Star collided heavily on the first turn checking all three greyhounds, Zipping Hawk
contacted the running rail as a result severely checking Zipping Hawk.  Zipping Hawk and Princess Pout
collided on the third turn.  Alpha Georgiou checked off Baby Huey on the third turn.  Baby Huey and Alpha
Georgiou collided on the home turn.

Zipping Hawk was vetted following the event.  It was reported that there was no apparent injury found.

Vancouver Star was vetted following the event.  It was reported that there was no apparent injury found.

Race 5
TAB MELBOURNE CUP PRELUDE 9

8:26 pm
515m

Special Event

A pre-race sample was taken from Kouta Mayhem.

Kouta Mayhem was quick to begin.  Rig Fifty Five was slow to begin.

Mystery Ride, Zipping Chang and Alpha Lucky collided soon after the start checking Alpha Lucky.  Alpha
Lucky and Rig Fifty Five collided approaching the first turn.  Zipping Chang and Zipping Inglis collided on
the first turn.  Rig Fifty Five checked off Pepper Fire on the second turn and collided with Flying Sparkles. 
Mystery Ride checked off Pepper Fire on the home turn and raced wide.  Flying Sparkles checked off Rig
Fifty Five on the home turn.

Race 6
TAB MELBOURNE CUP PRELUDE 10

8:46 pm
515m

Special Event

Aqua Cheetah was a late scratching at 6.15pm on the advice of the Club’s Veterinary Surgeon due to a
laceration to the right front foot. A 10 day stand down period was imposed.

A pre-race sample was taken from He's Loaded.

Manila Dawn and He's Loaded were quick to begin.  Alberto and He Shall Fred were slow to begin.

Yarraman Ace checked off He's Loaded approaching the first turn.  Alberto checked off Rock Up Top on the
first turn and collided heavily with Duty Free.  He Shall Fred checked off Alberto approaching the second
turn and collided with Duty Free.  He Shall Fred checked off Duty Free approaching the second turn. 
Alberto and He Shall Fred collided on the third turn.  Duty Free and He Shall Fred collided on the third
turn.  Alberto checked off He Shall Fred on the third turn.  Rock Up Top shifted out and inconvenienced He's
Loaded on the home turn.

Race 7
TAB MELBOURNE CUP PRELUDE 11

9:08 pm
515m

Special Event

A pre-race sample was taken from Opal Nera.

Nike Viper was quick to begin.

Zipping Bronze and May Haze collided soon after the start.  Big Flood and Opal Nera collided soon after
the start.  Dyna Fabrice and Nike Viper collided soon after the start.  Opal Nera and May Haze collided
soon after the start.  Big Flood, Opal Nera and Lucky Tetris collided approaching the first turn.  Zipping
Bronze galloped on May haze on the first turn checking Zipping Bronze.  Nike Viper galloped on Dyna
Fabrice on the first turn.  Opal Nera and Lucky Tetris collided on the first turn.  Dyna Fabrice and Nike Viper
collided approaching the second turn.   Nike Viper checked off Dyna Fabrice on the second turn.  Opal
Nera faltered in the back straight.  Nike Viper checked off Dyna Fabrice approaching the home turn. 
Zipping Bronze checked off Opal Nera approaching the home turn.  Dyna Fabrice and Nike Viper collided
on the home turn.  Opal Nera faded in the home straight.

Opal Nera was vetted following the event.  It was reported that the greyhound sustained a left deltoid injury,
a 5 day stand down period was imposed.

Race 8
TAB MELBOURNE CUP PRELUDE 12

9:28 pm
515m

Special Event

Fab Fit was quick to begin.  Quick Jagger and Waleonjon were slow to begin.

Quick Jagger checked off Fab Fit soon after the start.  Jackson Benz and Vostok collided soon after the
start.  Quick Jagger and Waleonjon collided soon after the start.  Quick jagger checked off Reckoning soon
after the start.  Jackson Benz checked off Vostok approaching the first turn.  Vostok checked off Fab Fit on
the first turn and collided with Reckoning checking Vostok and Reckoning.  Fab Fit and Despacito collided
on the first turn.  Jackson Benz galloped on Fab Fit on the first turn.  Vostok and Quick Jagger collided
heavily on the first turn.  Waleonjon galloped on Vostok on the first turn.  Vostok checked off Reckoning on
the first turn.  Striker Klinsman faltered approaching the second turn and tailed off as a result.  Jackson
Benz and Quick Jagger collided on the third turn checking Jackson Benz.  

Striker Klinsman was vetted following the event.  It was reported that the greyhound sustained a right back
muscle, a 28 day stand down period was imposed.

Race 9
READY 2 RACE CHAMPIONSHIP

9:52 pm
515m

Special Event

A pre-race sample was taken from Lucky Love.

Lainey's Fortune and Sisco General were slow to begin.

Peter Yap and Bumble Bee Bolto collided soon after the start.  Sixteen Bills and Provenance collided
approaching the first turn checking Provenance which collided with Handpass.  Lainey's Fortune checked
off Sisco General approaching the first turn.  Bumble Bee Bolto, Sisco General, Provenance and Lucky
Love collided on the first turn checking Lucky Love, Provanance and Lainey's Fortune, Lainey's Fortune
raced wide as a result.  Bumble Bee Bolto and Sisco General collided on the first turn and again
approaching the second turn.  Peter Yap and Sixteen Bills collided on the second turn.  Sixteen Bills and
Handpass collided on the third turn.  Sixteen Bills tied approaching the home turn.  Sixteen Bills and Lucky
Love collided on the home turn.  Lainey's Fortune raced wide in the home straight.

Lainey's Fortune was vetted following the event.  It was reported that there was no apparent injury found.  



Sixteen Bills was vetted following the event.  It was reported that there was no apparent injury found.

Stewards issued a warning to Mr M. Delbridge, the trainer of Sixteen Bills regarding the greyhound’s racing
manners over the concluding stages.

A sample was taken from Peter Yap - winner of the event.

Race 10
TAB MELBOURNE CUP PRELUDE 13

10:15 pm
515m

Special Event

A pre-race sample was taken from Snug.

Fair Of Face was quick to begin.  Aston Miley was slow to begin. 

American Hustle and Hukanui collided several times soon after the start.  Jimmy Newob and Fair Of Face
collided on the first turn causing Jimmy Newob to shift out.  Snug and Invictus Rapid collided on the first
turn.  Fair Of Face and Invictus Rapid collided on the first turn.  Aston Miley and Invictus Rapid collided on
the first turn.  Snug galloped on Fair Of Face on the first turn causing Fair Of Face to fall.  Hukanui galloped
on the fallen Fair Of Face on the first turn causing Hukanui to fall. American Hustle and Aston Miley collided
on the first turn.  Fair Of Face fell on the second turn.  Zipping Angus and Jimmy Newob collided
approaching the winning post. 

Fair Of Face was vetted following the event.  It was reported that the greyhound sustained a left biceps
injury, a 60 day stand down period was imposed.

Hukanui was vetted following the event.  It was reported that the greyhound sustained sore left and right
triangle and sore left and right gluteal, a 14 day stand down period was imposed.

Snug was vetted following the event.  It was reported that there was no apparent injury found.

Race 11
TAB MELBOURNE CUP PRELUDE 14

10:34 pm
515m

Special Event

A pre-race sample was taken from Roman Nose Zarr.

Barton Bale and Molly Bling were quick to begin.  Print The Money was slow to begin.

Molly Bling and Hasten Slowly collided approaching the first turn.  West On Hawkeye and Roman Nose
Zarr collided on the first turn.  Roman Nose Zarr checked off Aston Dinnigan in the home straight and
collided heavily with Barkiing Bad.

Race 12
TAB MELBOURNE CUP PRELUDE 15

10:52 pm
515m

Special Event

Petadale was quick to begin.  Riveting and Smoking Road were slow to begin.  

Manifold and West On Maisie collided soon after the start.  Victor Dora and Zipping Maisy collided soon
after the start.  Victor Dora, Zipping Maisy, West On Maisie and It's A Party collided on the first turn.  Victor
Dora, Zipping Maisy and It's A Party collided on the first turn.  Zipping Maisy checked off It's A Party on the
first turn.  Riveting and Smoking Road collided on the first turn.  Riveting checked off Smoking Road on the
first turn.  Smoking Road checked off West On Maisie on the second turn.  Riveting and Zipping Maisy
collided on the second turn.  Zipping Maisy checked off Riveting on the third turn.  Smoking Road checked
off Riveting on the third turn checking Zipping Maisy.  Manifold checked off Petadale on the home turn.

A sample was take from Petadale - winner of the event.

 




